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The unfoldment of the cosmic disclosure process is whirling away at high speed, it would 
appear.
US president Barak Obama, joins two Russian presidents in making statements about 
Extraterrestrials, including DIRECT contact. On March 12th when the US president 
appeared on the Jimmy Kimmel Live show (below).
Big things are unfolding, in the world. A blast from our sun has destabilised Earth’s 
magnetic field for the last few days, perhaps serving as a gentle reminder to some that 
there is “an intelligence” in the sun, as Purdue university and Stanford university 
scientists proclaimed some years ago. And now amidst the sun-moon gate of the equinox 
solar eclipse and the lunar eclipse of the 4-4-2015:

“Earth's magnetic field is still reverberating from a CME strike on March 17th that sparked the strongest 
geomagnetic storm of the current solar cycle…Amateur radio operators noticed strong disruptions to 
long-distance communications. "Shortly after the CME hit on March 17th, we experienced strong 
disruptions on the 30 meter (10 MHz) band. [Pictured below] is a screenshot of 200 mW transmissions on 
the path between Las Cruces, New Mexico and Northland, New Zealand as received by ZL2IK."
"The signal disruption happened on this radio path about 15 minutes after the CME arrived and shifted 
the frequency of mine and other signals which were traversing that path.”
http://spaceweather.com

!

In December 2014, this author stated in the German public that in March Obama would 
possibly make a statement concerning the cosmic Intelligence engaging us. 
Not because we are prophets, but because political lobbyist Steven Basset had people on 
the inside who not only supported him, but related that Obama was going to make a small 
admission. Basset has not taken credit for that yet (so I state it here). 
President Obama makes his statement now following the Million tweets, emails, Facebook 
notifications, and faxes made by the civilians of our planet, regarding the CHI: 
Congressional Hearing Initiative…… And Obama makes his statement, timed shortly after 
his “Counsellor to the President”, John Podestra (also Chief of Staff under president 
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Clinton), making his world media announced statement concerning declassification of the 
UFO files.
Instead of taking any credit to having informed us months before, that Obama would 
make some form of admission, Basset rather stating in his March 17th PRG release: “The 
Chess Game Continues. Can You Find the Strategy?” Stating:

:“After the Podesta tweet spread throughout the Internet, political media interest in the 
CHI became energized. An expansive article was published in the important 
political newspaper  Roll Call.[hoh.rollcall.com/ufo-activist-to-capitol-hill-beam-me-up/?dcz=] 
“More articles followed, and meetings with Capitol Hill staff began in early March 
[www.paradigmresearchgroup.org/articles/PRGarticles.html]. 
“Shortly thereafter President Obama scheduled an appearance on the Jimmy Kimmel Live 
Show for March 13. He asked Kimmel to query him on the matter of extraterrestrials. Mr. 
Kimmel began his question in nearly identical fashion to the same question asked of President 
Clinton on April 2, 2013. His appearance generated news stories world wide 
[www.paradigmresearchgroup.org/newsitems.html]. 
“When you watch his response, keep the CHI in mind. PRG contends his appearance was an act 
of inoculation by means of a "limited hangout.”
(http://www.paradigmresearchgroup.org/Update3-17-15.htm)

Following John Podestra’s global media coverage of stating his only frustration in leaving 
the Obama cabinet was not to access and release the classified UFO files to the public, as 
published in the New York Times and Washington Post (http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/
2015/feb/15/inside-the-beltway-john-podestas-extraterrestrial-/) something he has been wanting to do 
since the 1990s, Obama states that such declassification is not allowed:

“The aliens won’t let it happen. You will reveal all of their secrets. They exercise strict 
control over us. [emphasis ours]”

Whilst the interview is hilariously funny, the president pre-scripts all such interviews, and 
clearly wanted to be asked about UFOs in the pre-scripting process. The interview is here:

“Obama On UFOs: President Tells Jimmy Kimmel 'I Can't Reveal Anything’"
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/03/15/ufos-obama-kimmel_n_6863142.html?
utm_hp_ref=tw

One can view Obama’s statements in balance with those of the present Russian president 
Medvedev, who related in no uncertain terms, that the reality of “ETI” civilisations visiting 
us is conveyed to each new president:

"Along with the briefcase with nuclear codes, the president of the country is given a 
special 'top secret' folder. This folder in its entirety contains information about aliens 
who visited our planet.
"Along with this, you are given a report of the absolutely secret special service that 
exercises control over aliens on the territory of our country ...  I will not tell you how many 
of them are among us because it may cause panic.” 
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There is a lot of speculation on Putin, but with Medvedev it is in statement. Every Russian 
president gets briefed on the reality of the extraterrestrial presence, together with the 
nuclear programs. In fact nuclear programs and UFOs go together hand in glove. The 
UFOnauts HAVE TOTAL CONTROL over us, from a nuclear point of view.

CNN Press Conference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jUU4Z8QdHI 

The documentary “Men in Black” that president Medvedev mentions is a Russian UFO 
documentary released before he made that statement, which was on national TV, and 
government sanctioned. 
Here is the Russian President in his own words:

“Russian President Dmitry Medvedev discloses aliens and UFO secrets”
http://youtu.be/ykSvFdhXsqA

President Medvedev stays deadly serious to the journalist, who cant believe her ears. 
When she asks how many aliens are amidst us. He replies the number cannot be told, it 
would create mass panic. Apparently Medvedev was not aware that he was still being 
filmed, some, like the British “Telegraph”, newspaper maintain.
This, statement takes on greater significance when another Russian president testifies to 
having actual physical contact with the extraterrestrials.
The full Russian Men In Black documentary president Medvedev is referring to, which 
was State authorised is here:

http://youtu.be/kR014_jY7po

Dismissal becomes more challenging, when President of the Republic of Kalmykia in the 
Russian Federation from 1993 to 2010, Kirsan Ilyumzhinov, tells of his invitation to an 
alien spaceship, and going onboard. Interviewed by a serious journalist, who shows 
concern when conducting the interview.
Whilst also being a world chess master, President Ilyumzhinov comes clean to having been 
taken onboard the UFO, and asked the humanoids to be returned because he had 
important political meetings to attend.
He also states that they are amongst us….

http://youtu.be/ufCqRa5KZyk

When viewed this way, these three presidents together (there are others, as most know), 
appear to be “starting” a gradual form of global disclosure. And in the process comes the 
best documentary evidence, that our nuclear programs are under the strictest control by 
the UFO Intelligences. Nuclear war gaming is, by the evidence, exactly that gaming:

http://www.ufohastings.com/articles 
http://www.ufohastings.com/documents 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jUU4Z8QdHI 

Now join to the above two Russian president’s extraterrestrial statements, high level 
Russian Military sources that state they were engaged in the study of not only UFOs, but 
also of the extraterrestrial presence on earth, and even projects to establish communication 
contacts with the UFO Intelligences — then things get a more broad perspective…
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This is actually the case. The Russian Academy of Defence already gave their disclosure 
testimonials to their DEEP work with the ETI Presence. There has been a sure gradual 
disclosure by the Russians. 
The Soviet Defence Academy having some highly specific classified projects regarding the 
reality of the super civilisations we are amidst and a part of, via the Subanthropic principle 
of CERN particle physicists Dr Beatriz Gato-Rivera (A Solution to the Fermi Paradox: The 
Solar System, Part of a Galactic Hypercivilization?, In journal PHYSICS, 12 January 2006).
The Russian Academy of the Antiaircraft Defence of Tver, Red Flag, gave the testimonials 
from Three-star General Ghennad Rescetnikov and his Delegation of Major’s, Lieutenants, 
Generals, Colonels etc, that are named in the film, together with the testimony of Professor 
Boris Chourinov:

“UFO Disclosure In Russia - FEATURE FILM”
http://youtu.be/VOeXWNW7OkE

This historical testimony from the Russian, red alert, military, regarding their study of 
UFOs and extraterrestrial phenomenon, on behalf of the Russian government, and also 
studying the “aliens” amongst us… shows that Russian disclosure has been ongoing for a 
while. So this is not new news in Russia…. Not at all…. 

THIS IS THE BACKSET upon which President Medvedev and former president 
Illyumzhinov, can be viewed, by reasonable logic. And the Obama and Podestra comments 
of this year, can take on new significance… Certainly, this subject is at the TOP gravity 
amidst these interests, and is gradually being conveyed to the acclimated public (both 
earthed and topside, and within-side, being the Modus Operandi involved in the 
acclimation, is our position in this, with Ontological side-kicks).

PRESIDENTIAL CONTACTEE & THE COSMIC ETI CHESS GAME-BOARD
President Ilyumzhinov’s assertion that the game chess is extraterrestrial has quite some 
force behind it. In this author’s The Manu series (over 5000 pages from 2002-2011), we 
examine some of the most archaic chess boards.
There are references in the proto Vedic literature, including the Rg Veda (believed to be the 
oldest literature source of mankind, with pictographic versions of some hymns amidst the 
12,000 year old Sarasvati Valley River Culture seals. Stated to have non human authorship) 
— where the game of chess is a game played by the “space gods” (Devakasa) and 
ultraterrestrials (the Manu), through the 432,000 Manusah, or humanoid species. 
In this proto-vedic system, which has intact the most archaic chess boards, and even 
tetrahedron shaped dice, the universe is a chess game. 
The galaxy, via the Vasta-Purusah game board form of the 8x8 grid (there is also a 7x7, and 
9x9 game grid for the Vasta-Purusah), is a game board playing the “cosmic people” 
breathing the Anthropic Impulse of the Anthropos: ISSA, as the Kristinaam (Monsier 
Williams Sanskrit-English Dictionary). 
Issa-Kristi-naam: “the cosmic people, whose name (naam) breathes the Anthropic Impulse 
of the Godhead/Anthropos”. 
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As we explore elsewhere, about 108,000 of the Manusah are in this Issa-Kristinaam state of 
super-civilisation, operating by the Subanthropic principle proposed by CERN nuclear 
particle physicist Dr Beatriz Gato-Rivera. Whilst the Anthropic Principle of an “Observer 
Orientated universe”, is yet to be realised, by all 432,000 Manusah, or humanoid 
civilisations of our local group: Antarmrda/Kasyapa Jagati (& Dvipa-Lokas, in the Vedic 
cosmology. The Andromeda Local group of galaxies).

http://www.aton432hz.info/432,000%20Manusah.pdf

Regarding Chess as an ETI game brought to earth, President Ilyumzhinov’s theory is 
referred to in the New York Times:

New York Times, 28 October 2013:
‘He has said that he believes the game was invented by extraterrestrials, and he claims to have 
been abducted by aliens in yellow spacesuits on the night of 17 September 1997.’
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/29/world/europe/former-chess-champion-begins-a-different-
pursuit.html?_r=1

Here he is with President Putin, as the British Independent newspaper, covers the Chess 
ET game story:

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/profiles/kirsan-ilyumzhinov-chess-came-to-earth-from-outer-
space-2085838.html

But it is best to watch the former president himself state his contacts and the chess ET 
game story, from his own lips, in the Youtube video:

http://youtu.be/ufCqRa5KZyk

It is believed that a large game is on, and that the Russians are challenging the US to 
disclose. The game is larger.
Obama did in a way. Admitting, in humorous spirit, that we are totally under the control 
of the aliens. In terms of our Nuclear Programs, the CNN Press Conference in the 
Washington Press Room “UFO & Nukes”, gives a 120 signed affidavits to the press, from 
former Military Nuclear Missile Launch Site personnel, that testify, together with 
declassified official government memoranda, that our Nuclear programs are under the 
heaviest scrutiny and CONTROL by the ETI presence, or the UFO Intelligences. 
They turn off warheads, and for the soviets, even turned one on, and World War 3 was 
inaugurating, the UFOs then turn OFF the missile, to SHOW THEIR TOTAL CONTROL… 
View the researched documentary evidence and testimony on this in “Launch In 
Progress”:

http://www.ufohastings.com/articles/launch-in-progress

And with much more in “Recent Russian Newspaper Article Discusses UFO Incidents at 
Soviet and American Nuclear Weapons Sites”:

http://www.ufohastings.com/articles/recent-russian-newspaper-article-discusses-ufo-incidents-at-soviet-
and-american-nuclear-weapons-sites
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The UFO Intelligences even automatically deactivate dummy nuclear warheads as 
physicist Dr Robert Jacob’s encountered at Vandenberg Air Force Base, briefly testified on 
CNN Larry King Life:

“UFO Shoots Missile with beams - Vandenberg Air Force Base"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SO4FhJ3mjrE

Dr Jacobs case from the early 1960s, of course, is amidst hundreds of documented cases 
(http://www.ufohastings.com/articles - http://www.ufohastings.com/documents - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3jUU4Z8QdHI) — but shows the extreme measures of caution shown by the UFO, even our 
dummy warheads.

In this context, president Obama could appear to have used this control factor fact to his 
advantage in formulating his statement, of course, all through the medium of humour, on 
a comedy show…. Etched in the historical media and public record, for historical 
purposes, one can readily ascertain.
The jokes are genuinely funny and well thought through, and will make many people 
laugh, and, thereby remember (humour channel one). That level is excellent. What is even 
more “surprising” is that the contents which Obama does use, are not necessarily lies, 
albeit in humour… But rather a using of known facts to his apparent advantage, whilst 
wrapping the statement in a humorous association.

There is no doubt that Obama is briefed at least to the point of John Podestra (see below).
When one knows the larger story, having researched UFOs for 30 years, as a contactee, and 
then as an avid researcher beginning in 1990, holding a Copenhagen press conference on 
the subject in January 1991, with Danish mainstream news appearances, and completing 
our massive 600 A4 page book “The ‘Alien’ Presence” in 1992 — this statement from 
Obama is one of the most overt statements made by any US president (our book “The 
‘Alien’ Presence” has a lot of amazing quotes including from presidents). 
Especially considering the backset: his advisor John Podestra already having appeared in 
the New York Times and other mainstream media, concerning his frustration on not being 
able to secure the secret UFO files… And having written a comprehensive introduction to 
journalist Leslie Keen’s epic book “UFOs: Generals, Pilots, and Government Officials Go 
on the Record”, which you can read below, in which Podestra writes (remember this was 
president Obama’s Counsellor to the President, and Chief of Staff under President Bill Clinton, now 
Chairman of the 2016 Hilary Clinton campaign):

“I have supported the work of investigative journalist Leslie Kean and her organization, the 
Coalition for Freedom of Information, in their initiative, launched in 2001, to obtain documents 
about UFOs through the Freedom of Information Act. In the spirit of inquiry, Kean successfully 
sought an injunction in federal court on one important case, as was her right under the law.
“The time to pull the curtain back on this subject is long overdue.
“UFOs: Generals, Pilots, and Government Officials Go on the Record involves just such an effort, 
and it appeals to open-minded people such as myself. Presenting the facts, the book includes 
statements from only the most credible sources…
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“The distinguished COMETA authors—thirteen retired generals, scientists, and space experts 
working independently of the French government—had spent three years analyzing military 
and pilot encounters with UFOs. In the cases they present, all conventional explanations of 
something natural or man-made had been eliminated by the authors and their associated teams 
of experts, and yet these objects were observed at close range by pilots, tracked on radar, and 
officially photographed. They achieved tremendous speeds and accelerations, made sharp, 
right-angle turns in a flash, and could stop and stand still in midair, seeming to defy the laws of 
physics. 
“What could this mean? Since some of the military officers on the COMETA panel were serving with 
the French Institute of Higher Studies for National Defence, a government-financed strategic planning 
agency, their characterization of UFOs as a phenomenon with possible national security implications 
assumed a grave importance. In their ninety-page report, written with objectivity, clarity, and logic, 
the authors explained that about 5 percent of sightings—those for which there is enough solid 
documentation to eliminate other possibilities—cannot be easily attributed to earthly sources, 
such as secret military exercises or natural phenomena. This 5 percent seem to be "completely 
unknown flying machines with exceptional performances that are guided by a natural or 
artificial intelligence." In its startling conclusion, the authors state that "numerous 
manifestations observed by reliable witnesses could be the work of craft of extraterrestrial 
origin." In fact, they wrote, the most logical explanation for these sightings is "the 
extraterrestrial hypothesis."
(READ IT HERE: http://www.noufors.com/Documents/Books,%20Manuals%20and%20Published%20Papers/
UFOs%20-%20Generals,%20Pilots%20And%20Governmant%20Officials%20Go%20On%20Record%20-
%20Leslie%20Kean.pdf)

You can also buy the book here: 

(http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0010lMDMUBbbU5Bsd5qH7yCW7ehLTcK1cJnu1XtQXvQbAxBH526nwC2WPb2u74XEQqpmBy321S6HgLkXsodubQ3hG
m2OY4ReSxwSq1QxTgkh7LpxehEko8pwW28IthdLmx2A1SouIG5IPSKR4dOUBsrBBwszlrGiAyn46OjNZ6eN6jM0aAjxhOiM
hYogEUZzZ2HcTBZ-hIv5zLAQ2no8HAq2NScAuG4QyUWufewTttV3eVb93jPn86mImrBgvS5q-
a72cqriHi6adchRJbA7CP2oTOistwg9Y2EkqNEunq93bLwx7uLcj-1MhPfH_zu-
KhNtwzq_LAoNdDOnvp4Ll3Cxp8VLK4Ki2rbkv5SQFhspqS1MpQp4bDYdw==&c=ZPhZ0Z_sPhx9tVa09z1Xa4CblLBRdNQ
8mefedzzI6WwGwlgBVCDSjQ==&ch=u6AdLoyu8mkaB8lop_2-4kZJY1wjyn05NuyiH0o91oJsxi0LB5GS-w==

And there is a webinar with a few of the military witnesses that appear in her book, and 
Leslie Kean, here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yUK2VG-D9OM

John Podestra now going on according to the New York Times, to become the right hand 
man of Hilary Clinton in her presidential campaign. Hilary who spent two days at the 
Laurence Rockefeller estate being briefed on the UFOs Best Available Evidence effort:

“Rockefeller Tells Clinton to Tell All About UFOs (press report)” 
http://www.ufoevidence.org/documents/doc1920.htm

which Rockefeller placed considerable time and money into.
See February 27th, 2015, Grailzine, for details, and larger context, also concerns upon the 
backset of the Subanthropic principle:

http://anandabosman.com/anandabosman.com/GrailzineTheHumanMeditationofCosmicDisclosure.pdf

Also see: 
http://www.paradigmresearchgroup.org/Update3-17-15.htm 
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for Steven Basset’s context of the Rockefeller Initiative in the present US president’s 
extraterrestrial statement, and in milieu with president Clinton also appearing in the same 
show Obama did in 2013, and scripting in the same question, when the Citizens Hearing 
on Disclosure was then thought to transpire… 
And of course the Rockefeller Initiative itself: 

http://www.paradigmresearchgroup.org/Rockefeller%20Documents/
Rockefeller_Initiative_Documents.htm 

And the Briefing document itself given to US congress members:
http://www.openminds.tv/wp-content/uploads/Rockefeller-Briefing-Document.pdf 

For those who are concerned by the Rockefeller family involvement, we extrapolate and 
speculate in our February 27th Grailzine, which when taken with the Victor Marchetti 
article: http://devoid.blogs.heraldtribune.com/15197/retro-friday-a-blast-from-the-past/ 
also explored in the above zine, together with the logistical choices for advantage that are 
at hand with this situation, including that of the Subanthropic principle factors — could 
indicate an attempt brewing amidst that family, to actually be progressive, whilst still 
maintaining profit for maximum duration, in a slow dribbling of the inevitable disclosure 
(also engaged by the cosmic Other… Out of the control of Oligarchies and other 
controlling factions. Not just according to us contactees, but in the evidence record itself 
[Grailzine: The Human Meditation of the Cosmic Disclosure, Part 2, will explore some of these], 
with other relevant information)…

STRICT CONTROL, THE ANTHROPOS & ANTHROPIC EMERGENCE IN AN 
ONTOLOGICALLY AWAKENING MAN
What then is the control for? And is control the correct word, for Subanthropic 
civilisations, protecting their own? Especially since the end, the Eschaton, is the emergence 
of Anthropic earth man, standing upon his coherent ontological existential foundation of 
being a co-creator, with coherence as its new blueprint. Perhaps more of a sovereign 
Supervision Oversight MasteryAuthority, for redeveloping civilisational game plans.

In the Dialogues with the Cosmos II briefing, August 2013, in Silbertal, Austria (where 5 
UFOs came to the dialogue group. Whereas in Dialogues 1, July 2013, UFOs came from far 
proximity making impossible aerial manoeuvres, to very close proximity, to ALL civilians 
present, on both consecutive nights. And even our tutor [some would say “muse”] 
Athena’s golden ship was seen by the author together with Italian psychiatrist Dr Maria 
Louisa Cossu, escorting our convoy down from the Swiss Alps into Italy, after dawn. 
Athena’s ship going at times in front of the alpine mountain line, and in front of the 
convoy. And maintaining herself over in-synch, but with different manoeuvres of her ship, 
during the majority of the decent from the high Simplon Pass into Italy. Dr Cossu also 
having observed one of the very near spheres close to the group) — we revealed another 
highly specific manner in which the cosmic Intelligences are clearly demonstrating their 
‘absolute control’ over life on Earth. This is enough material to fill several chapters…. 

This level of control, is to the degree of allowing life on Earth, or the resulting total loss, 
more so than a nuclear war, with no escape possibility (as we have documented 
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elsewhere). Exercising total control of the very fabric of our solar system reality (and 
documented by high level physicists). 
Perhaps the St Patrick’s Day March 2015 solar Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) and the still 
reverberating Earth’s magnetic field disturbance subtly may have been a pre-reminder of 
this to someone? 
Just before the Solar Gate of the equinox eclipse, making a Skambha pillar with the Lunar 
eclipse of April 4th (see “Skambh Pillar Matrimony Animation” at the bottom of the http://
www.aton432hz.info site to rekindle the hyper string sense of such events. Apart from the 
Rg Veda mirroring the DNA code, because it uses these cycles).
For those who need a little more than this apparent riddle of what could be controlling 
nature, more than control over our nuclear weapons, material to chew on in this regard 
can be found here:

http://432hz.com/Nu_Sun.html (there is MUCH more to this however)

This also gives new contact windows without covert military interference (the latter is in 
the documentary trail of evidence, concerningly so. But that is another story). 
It is a prerequisite of the cosmic Intelligences, that such windows with non-interference by 
any special forces and early warning systems, may now be pursued by the civilians on 
Earth.
Of course, there are long steeped “wise men” that will try to push the limits of power, like 
an infant with matches, but there are different governors with different stirring values, 
even amidst these committee’s it would appear (see our February 27 Grailzine).

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
NOTE Sun-Moon Gate to Galactic Synchronisation… Over the last 15 years this author has given 
detailed lengthy workshops demonstrating the exact and particular effects from our Moon, in such a manner 
as to appear artificial. We were not alone. Before us were researchers with other data, but then investigators 
emerged with a similar premise, but different logistical facts.
This author has uncovered some semantic evidence that parts of the Rg Vedic prose are based on the human 
genome. This is not a new area in ancient eastern studies, as scientists have proven the I-Ching to follow 
precisely such a genetic self-similarity, not only the 64 hexagrams, but the trigrams filling in the amino acid 
sequence (“The Genetic Code of the I-Ching”, Dr Martin Schönberger)… Our work discovered the same 
system in the metric arrangements of the Rg Veda. The precise lunar cycle system is in fact a macro astro-
metrical system to this (as we document elsewhere).
Of course the Rg Veda cosmology sees the sun and the moon different to our present view of these bodies. It 
relates, accurately that when one takes the lunar equatorial circumference 108 times, one has the distance to 
earth. Likewise, take the solar equatorial circumference 108 times, and one has its distance to Earth, when the 
mean of the elliptical cycle of earth around the sun is taken. In the proto-vedic, both spheres of the sun and 
moon, which are identical in size when seen from earth (unlike any other planet and satellite in the solar 
system) are in fact two points of the ends of one pillar, the cosmopolis or Skambha pillar. This is implemented 
in the vedic Agni-Hotr. The moon is a gateway to other Lokas or local domains, parallel worlds, like brane 
worlds, and its civilisations in the vedic view. Our experience with the cosmic Other, within the Tyco base, 
and how this sublunar bases are modulated, was the foundation of our breathing moon system theory.
In such a control system, via the sun and the moon, the earth must be adjusted, some control over our 
planet’s spin rate and orbital speed, would be required over time. But until 1999 Earth’s orbital speed had 
been steadily decreasing, as had been consistently measured over quite some time. Suddenly, awestruck 
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scientists at the National Institute for Science and Technology (Boulder, Colorado), discovered in 1999  that 
our planet had stopped this deceleration, as reported on January 2nd, 2004, by CNN:

“Experts agree that the rate at which the Earth travels through space has slowed ever so slightly for 
millennia. To make the worlds official time agree with where the Earth actually is in space, scientists in 
1972 started adding an extra ‘leap second’ on the last day of the year.
“For 28 years, scientists repeated the procedure. 
“But in 1999, they discovered the Earth was no longer lagging behind.
“At the National Institute for Science and Technology in Boulder, spokesman Fred McGehan said most 
scientists agree the Earth’s orbit around the sun has been gradually slowing for millennia. But he said 
they don't have a good explanation for why it’s suddenly on schedule.’”

In other words Earth had been adjusted suddenly. In autumn of 1998, Earth and the solar system were 
conjuncting the galactic centre (an even better conjunction will be in the year 2,222 AD, 1.6 solar diameters 
closer [a future time cell we assert is in hyper-temporal resonance with our conjunction era]). 
Also in November of 1998, a strong gamma ray burst from Cygnus the Swan, proportioned in the golden 
mean, was beamed at our sun, as the Millennium group of scientists then pointed out, and made this author 
aware at the time. The gamma ray of coherence (Ø, the golden proportion), used the peri-solar region like a 
parabolic dish, or lens, changing the sun as measured by the elfrad.com network of Extremely Low Frequency 
Radar group of scientists. And released a CME, solar flare, that when it impinged earth, turned the Tromso 
magnetometer to register the same golden proportion in the Earth’s magnetic field… 
Suddenly a 1.618033Hz signal was being detected globally by all the different ELFrad stations. And by 
December 30, 1998, started to become very regular. In early February 1999, when this author was with a 
small group renting the great pyramid in Egypt, ELFrad metres in their global stations found the 1.618 Hz 
signal became DAILY. 
We are thinking along the lines of not just an earth adjustment in time, but a biological one as well (see 
below). We have shown in our August 2000 “The God Code: The Mathematical Evidence for All Is God,” 
that the moon has an exact genetic cycle to DNA geometric ratios to the trigger signal of life.
So here, the golden mean is 1.618, the frequency matched the pattern. From the 2nd highest frequency, 
gamma rays, in golden ratio, to the magnetic field magnetometer readings, of earth’s field in the same wave 
golden wave shape, and then to the lowest frequencies, but in the number sequence, accurate to many 
positions after the decimal. This is high embedded self-similarity ordering. I.e. intelligence.
On December 21st, 1998, and again on December 25, this author engaged a Dialogue with the Galactic 
Confederation, showing the above data to the group, and engaging work at the Thai pyramids of Kam Pheng 
Phet, precisely when the 1.618 Hz signal was blasting. Apart from one woman claiming it, we did not have 
any visual UFO sightings. But that was not the point of the working.
Our cosmic contacts related these frequencies to shifts in our genetic programming, or absorption of novel 
areas being inserted into our universe (to oversimplify). Only a few years went by, and two scientists come 
forwards, that have also followed the same research pattern: the Millennium Group and ELFrad scientists, 
and made discoveries in microbiology. Finding geomatic patterns in the 1.618033 Hz global ELFrad signals. 
Some of that work was, and still is, classified above top secret. Some of that work shows an intelligent pseudo 
particle, or discrete bundles of energy actually transforming our biological systems (I was given precise film 
footage that demonstrated this. But because I have not been given the go ahead to web publish it, I do not 
give names, here. But most of the readers here have seen parts of this material at our presentations.)
We have shown, elsewhere, that the Cygnus golden mean gamma ray laser beam focused on our solar system, 
was part of a 24 tetrahedron galactic wide array of new ultra high order gamma rays, synchronised over the 
galaxy. That is synchronised over 100,000 years, as if one vast living galactic neural intelligence. A galactic 
internet!?
So our planet suddenly synched with the moon in 1999, may have other direct relations. The earth was now 
settled in its circumnavigation of the Sun, with its mean orbital velocity being close to exact to being one ten 
thousandth of the speed of light in a vacuum (and the number 432 is the square root of this. We make 432Hz 
music in the equal tempering system). Earth’s mean orbital velocity now at 29,780 metres per second, means 
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the variance here is less than 0.64%. NASA Chief of Communications, Maurice Chatelain, also believed the 
Moon system was intelligently managed by ETI.
Now we have a total solar eclipse on the equinox. Meridian 77 (Washington DC) was fought over frivolously 
by the previous superpowers (British Empire and Vatican), for it would be the Spring Equinox March 21st 
2000 AD.
The present eclipse is part of the Saros 120 cycle. This one passes by Norway and Greenland (Hyperborea):
http://earthsky.org/space/march-20-eclipse-and-the-saros

"  We also note that the Mexican solar eclipse on 7/11/91, also 
ushered in a wave of UFO sightings, now very well known, and giving fame to Lee and Brit Elders 
(“Masters from the Stars” film), and then to 60 Minutes journalist Jaime Maussan. 
There is much to Saros, Saar, and the vedic AkSaara cycles. Much, indeed. In fact in the above gamma ray 
array story of the galactic synchronisation, there underlies a precise Saar cycle related to Jupiter, Saturn, and 
Sirius, which is in accord with the 100,000 years of gamma synchrony observed in August 1994, leading to 
the Cygnus golden signal, and the Earth’s synchronisation with the moon. But that is a detailed story, of the 
high implied significance of our time.
––––––––––––––––––––

The nuclear decay rate change of our reality by something by or in the sun, is a highly 
developing research unfoldment. Here is a 2014 paper:

http://www.researchgate.net/publication/264005533_Phenomenology_of_Rate-
Related_Nonlinear_Effects_in_Nuclear_Spectroscopy

Interestingly, one of the scientists has gone into the novel isoelectricity field of the new 
hadronic mechanics:

http://www.researchgate.net/publication/
267454049_Isoelectronic_measurements_yield_stronger_limits_on_hypothetical_Yukawa_intera
ctions_in_the_40--8000_nm_range

So the “Sun Speaks” announcement by scientists, which also disclose that there is time 
dilation, or time expansion appearing in the physical substance comprising our reality, our 
body (an expansion that continues), from 2010:

http://news.stanford.edu/news/2010/august/sun-082310.html

Has continued to unfold. Something inside the sun is interacting with matter and 
changing its laws, changing time itself! Right now.
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Ontologically, Being is adjusting our embedded descriptions and definitions of the 
qualities of Being, that we call physical reality. From the Anthropic Principle stance, as a 
civilisation amidst a Subanthropic principle supercivilisation, nurturing us towards being 
a sentient Anthropic co-creating Ontologically based civilisation — more nuggets for the 
Anthropic Ontological Macro buried treasure chest.

THE CONTROL FACTOR & ANTHROPOGENESIS
In the Subanthropic Principle proposed by CERN particle physicist Beatriz Gato-Rivera, 
our planet and galaxy must be amidst a super and even hyper-civilisation, that remains in 
stealth mode to us, until we achieve full sentience, upon our Ontological Existential co-
Gnosis. 
Where such anthropic principle relatives as the double slit experiment, where the observer 
effects the result, are paramount and tantamount. Or the ruthenium element heating 
experiment, where 64 flashes of light observed per second as the ruthenium is heated into 
its high ward spin state, has the observation preventing a high percentage of the 
ruthenium in attaining its high spin state. Less flashes per second observations, more is 
activated. And the control, no observed light flashes, the majority of the ruthenium attains 
its high ward spin state — demonstrates that our existential being, in observation, 
collapses the wave and its interaction, to a point particle value.
This with other experimental observations are evidences leaning towards the Anthropic 
principle (hadronic physics hyper- level brings this to a New Universe of Ontological 
implication. This is not related to Nobel Dr Charles Muses’ “hyper-numbers”, even if he 
claimed to be inspired by feline beings from Sirius, in his last book “The Lion’s Path”)… 
AND towards mankind Awakening to its power as Existential Sentient co-creators in the 
universal Anthropic Principle, as coherent observers of the universe… 

The research for 24 years, by the HeartMath Institute has shown that only measured (ECG/
EKG) heart cardio-rhythm coherence (compassionate love), for 2 minutes, focussed on a 
DNA sample, enables the pilot to will the DNA helical strand to either coil, or uncoil. Even 
at a distance of half a mile. And recently controlled experiments where 3 concurrent results 
on the DNA sample were achieved simultaneously, by the single pilot focussing 
compassionate love, and WILLING with consciousness, the 3 outcomes. Expands the 
limits of the  “control factor” in the universal or planetary game, and the Anthropic 
Awakening of mankind, to new implications.

(Biological Effects of Scalar Acoustic Energy: Modulation of DNA. Proceedings of the US Psychotronics 
Association., Columbus, Ohio, July, 1998. Glen Rein, Ph.D.Quantum Biology Research Lab Miller Place, N.Y. 
11764); MODULATION OF DNA BY COHERENT HEART FREQUENCIES, Dr. Glen Rein, Ph.D. & Rollin 
McCraty, M.A. Quantum Biology Research Labs, Boulder Creek, CA. Institute of HeartMath, Boulder Creek, CA); 
ECG Spectra: The Measurement of Coherent & Incoherent Frequencies & their Relationship to Mental & Emotional 
States. McCraty R., M. Atkinson & G. Rein.. Monterey: Proc. 3rd Annual Conf. of the Internat. Soc. Study Subtle 
Energies & Energy Medicine (1993))

As we explore in detail together with other sciences, involved in the contact experience. In 
that sense. Mankind is under strict control by the cosmic civilisations, until Anthropic 
sentience and heart-mind will biological coherence has been achieved. 
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We have free-will, however, when in coherent states of WILLED COMPASSIONATE 
LOVE, whereby genetic changes can be effectuated. But the control studies show that all 
other states of consciousness, by the same pilots, cannot produce the outcome on DNA.
Should we have genetic “free-will” to change the coiling of our DNA helices, without a 
foundation of coherence (compassionate love where the heart as strongest electromagnetic 
generator of the body, peaks in coherent cardio rhythms of 8Hz spikes, in the golden ratio) 
— we would be genetically dead, within weeks, if not days…. Our post modern stressed 
states replicating into our DNA coiling…. That’s a genetic international security threat, big 
time! 
Hence, on a macro-level, strict control is apparent. And when elite elements of our species 
develop cheating technologies that suppress the overall end, Eschaton, of mankind itself 
emerging in Anthropic sentience, so too must the very laws of nature be adjusted (http://
432hz.com/Nu_Sun.html). Strict macro control… Except in coherence, with willed 
consciousness. And it is this coherence, and specific protocols thereof, that also engages 
the UFO (see Dialogues with the Cosmos reports: http://anandabosman.com/anandabosman.com/
Dialogue_with_the_Cosmos.html, and Grailzine February 27: http://anandabosman.com/
anandabosman.com/GrailzineTheHumanMeditationofCosmicDisclosure.pdf).

Furthermore, we have the Ontological Existential foundation of our Art of Being. Being is 
the primary, in Aristotle’s Ontology. In fact Aristotle calls every descriptive definition of 
Being, “metaphysics”. 
This extends to include the branches of our modern science — the pure personally 
verifiable Ontological fact is Being. 
Even with hadronic mechanics, it hinges upon this Ontological meta-definition, a physics 
which for the first time deals with true objectivity in the sense of also addressing the 
“inner problem” in physics. All other science dealt solely with the “outer problem”, an 
inner problem like our ionosphere could not be properly defined. Dr Chris Ilert who 
discovered that iso-geometry and the isomathematics of hadronic physics is the only 
manner in which 100,000 conch shell morphologies can actually be modelled as a living 
state in computer, operating in 6 dimensions of time — also admits that even this science, 
is still metaphysics… 
The observer being in every experiment is undeniable. Existentialism in the Vedic schools, 
before Aristotle and after, goes deeply into the Anthropic exploration of the Anthropos. 
And it is an existential examination everyone can prove for themselves, through deep 
enquiry, or INquiry, deep states of meditation upon the existential “Art of Being,” as 
communicating ultraterrestrial, Salvana-Emmanuel, called it in 1989. 
In the Aristotle system, Being is then described into qualities, and defining those qualities, 
like elements, and then repeating the embedded definitions, and contextual sub-meanings, 
of those qualities of Being. And focussing on particular ones, like the appearance of the 
elements or material, according to descriptions of observation. Yet Being remains the 
prime…. 
Herein, the Ontology of Being, the Existential Actual, the control factor takes on a different 
post game vantage.
In the cosmic civilisation’s control of our planet, the existential foundation, is open to 
discovery for everyone, without exception. It is integrally consistent and essential to 
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achieve Anthropic Civilisation, after stealth Subanthropic nurturing of early primitive 
sentience upon the existential ontological ground.

This civilisation time travels, and dimensionally jumps, between brane world universes, 
and have undergone every form of genetic manipulation possible, and beyond… This 
includes the expression of all the remaining 98% of DNA that is animal, insect, and 
vegetational, hyper-indexed hypergenetically with the 3-2% human DNA, as humanoids 
of every variety. 
(see February 27 Grailzine, and also the “44 Multivalued Hyperdimensions of the UFO: & 
The 49 Parallel Humanoid Worlds” Grailzine, here: http://anandabosman.com/anandabosman.com/
HumanoidsoftheMultivaluedLokals.pdf)
Our Emmanuel Ultraterrestrial Umbrella contacts, relate to man being a composite of 
millions of civilisations of the universe, in the past, present, and future, as an Ontological 
Hyper-sum. The Rg Veda models this through 432,000 humanoids, cross indexed to the 
432,000 motor neurons that produce the hologram of our 5 somatic senses.

Interestingly, this genetic engineering aspect, also became the theme in the film “Jupiter 
Ascending”, the new sci-fi of the Wachowski “brothers” that brought us the Matrix series. 
However, Subanthropic Principle is based on the solid logic of a particle physicist. And 
from the experience of this author, with the cosmic Other, over 30 years, consciously, and 
42 years as an “experiencer,” Dr Gato-Rivera’s Subanthropic principle is close enough to 
the real deal… 
A contactee is still, by and large, a social stigmata, and has consequences in sharing with 
anyone, the facts and impact that these contacts have. Any other subject but that one… 
Understandably so. Furthermore, it is utterly valid that the human being goes through the 
entire spectrum of questioning and respective examination of the actual nature of the 
contact and UFO phenomenon…. It makes the human richer… And the ontological 
congruence of cognisant coherence must fruitify from such examinations.

In this author stating his contacts with the cosmic Other, this does not necessarily mean 
nightly visits all the time. There are periods, or windows, in one’s life. And there are 
vacant areas in time, where there is no contact at all — sometime for quite some time, no 
matter what. In that sense there is also strict control by the Other. And then suddenly it 
begins again, and one can consciously engage it with other witnesses, and gain close 
interactivity and even interface. Also the nature of the contact may utilise different routes 
over the course of decades. Yet the physical nature will be brought back again and again, 
without exception.
This author has been taken to the limits of interface with the Other, that he was capable of 
as a teenager, and in “window” periods where contact was allowed in dialogue with the 
cosmic Other, over the last 30 years.  
This author has been inside the UFO, and other types of translational apparatus of the 
cosmic Other, and has had direct interactive interfacings with them. This author also 
clearly states that even the face-to-face and some of the strongest encounters with the 
Other, is only a small portion of the actual state and nature of the cosmic Intelligences, that 
one’s nervous system can tolerate…. 
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We are not alone, as hundreds of experiencers and contactees are coming forwards, and 
giving their various degrees of documentary evidence, as best as some of their abilities 
allow them to catalogue the presence of the cosmic Intelligences in their lives (view the 
Experiencers Speak:

[Alas the extensive videos are now removed from youtube. Only a few remain. 
Experiencers Speak 1 (2012), 2 (2013, 3 (2014), will now be joined by 4 (2015). Those of you 
that downloaded these videos, hold on to them, they are no longer available online, at 
present]:

http://www.experiencersspeak.yolasite.com

Furthermore, the contactees are joined by a former president, Kirsan Ilyumzhinov, who 
has publicly testified of his contacts, not an easy thing to do, and a very brave act, that in 
light of the disclosure process now clearly unfolding, has an important hall mark to give in 
its signature.

THE MARS AEDEN
Our “Cosmic Gate” Grailzine of December 2014, linked to the paper of plasma physicist Dr 
Brandenburg on nuclear explosions on Mars. And with the our January 24th, 2015, 
Grailvine: “Redline Disclosure: The Red Planet Amidst A Full Spectrum of Global 
Disclosure,” we sent a copy of the actual paper as it had disappeared from the web, in 
terms of public accessibility.
Not only does Dr Brandenburg give evidence for a nuclear war on Mars, he has now 
expanded the evidence, and is presenting it at the NASA based 46th Lunar & Planetary 
Science Congress, in Houston, with new Trinitite findings. Here is a summary from the 
Daily Mail British newspaper: 

“In November 2014, plasma physicist Dr John Brandenburg revealed his theory that an 
ancient civilisation on Mars was massacred in a nuclear attack.
“Now, he’s back, and he’s going to be presenting new evidence for his theory at a Nasa-
sponsored conference today.
“A thin layer of radioactive substances including uranium, thorium and radioactive 
potassium on the surface provide evidence for this theory.
“And nuclear isotopes in the atmosphere apparently resemble hydrogen bomb tests - 
which he says occurred in two places on Mars, Cydonia Mensa and Galaxias Chaos.
“‘We have now found evidence of the nuclear melt-glass Trinitite (formed on Earth at 
the site of nuclear weapon air-bursts) at both sites of the hypothesised explosions and 
this will be presented at the conference,’ Dr Brandenburg revealed to MailOnline ahead 
of his talk.
“‘This strongly supports my hypothesis of massive nuclear airbursts.’
“‘So far no scientist has offered any other explanation for this body of data.’
“‘The earlier result of a nuclear massacre stands,' he said.
“‘However, for this conference paper I chose to focus on the most important part of the 
hypothesis, the enormous nuclear explosions, which is the most extraordinary new 
evidence of past intelligent activity on Mars.
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“‘My goal is establish the reality of the explosions to the scientific community, and their 
non-natural origin, and then focus on their targets.
“‘Rest assured the whole hypothesis will be discussed tomorrow. I will be waving 
around copies of my book: Death on Mars.’
“Dr Brandenburg also claims he came up with the hypothesis that Mars was once 
covered in an ocean, which Nasa recently announced.
“‘This is a fine old blood feud on Mars,’ he added.
“He also says there is no natural explanation for his theory, as they were ‘fast neutron’ 
midair explosions of about a billion megatons that turned large areas of Mars into 
glass.

!
“‘This cannot be asteroid explosions, as that would have created large craters, and as at 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki no craters were created,’ he said.
“‘This is a weapon's signature.’
“Dr Brandenburg will also be presenting another of his theories at the conference, that 
Mars once has a ‘biologically stabilised greenhouse.’
“He says that the planet once had Earth-like temperatures and atmospheric pressures, 
and was abundant with life and an oxygen-rich atmosphere.
“And he says these would have been ideal conditions for life to form.”
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2998835/Were-Martians-wiped-nuclear-bomb-Physicist-present-
new-evidence-bizarre-theory-Nasa-conference.html

There is much more to the Mars story, and, furthermore, there is mounting evidence that 
the planets are not what we presently think they are. Hadronic astrophysics also radically 
changes our understanding of the planets, but there are some findings that are so peculiar, 
as to be likened to 3D to a 2D flatlander. But that is another story.

!
Dr Brandenburg did beat NASA to it, but here is the new story:
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“Nasa finds evidence of a vast ancient ocean on Mars”
http://www.theguardian.com/science/2015/mar/05/nasa-finds-evidence-of-a-vast-ancient-
ocean-on-mars

It is interesting now that NASA draws the world attention to Ganymede, the moon of 
Jupiter, having more water than the oceans of earth:

“Does Jupiter's moon contain LIFE? Nasa confirms Ganymede has an underground 
ocean beneath icy surface”
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2992096/NASA-confirms-ocean-
Jupiter-moon-raising-prospects-life.html

This is a moon that has been of central focus in our contacts, as we have stated in the 
public over the last 26 years, at least (and in private for 29 years). Our experiences with the 
cosmic Other following standing below the UFO, emerging one into a transportation that 
has sensorial reality, included voyages to bases at Ganymede, in August 1986, and on 
several other occasions (we coined this ETI-VR, or ETI Virtual Reality). Weather this 
Ganymede is in our present time line, the past, or future, is hard to ascertain with the 
logistics of what this author has been conveyed and drawing from the experiences. It 
seemed to be today, and that is how it is conveyed.
It is most interesting that the Jovian 4 Moons are deeply related to “star gate” myths in the 
proto-vedic (Rg Veda) and later vedic materials, a gate specifically to the region of the 
galactic centre, AND to other higher Loka’s or parallel life waves systems. 
That Ganymede is the “water bearer” or “cup bearer” for the god Zeus (Jupiter), and that 
Ganymede in actuality has apparently more pure water than earth, is one of those odd 
mythological technical information line ups with our modern discoveries.

!  The oxygen auroras turning in at Ganymede 
have also been of central significance, as we have been presenting since the mid 1990s — 
our solar system is becoming activated by a greater density (which became a documented 
fact in 1998, when the soviet academy of sciences, released their findings in English).
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NASA had found the most interesting qualities in the hydrocarbon high energy flux tube 
coming from the moon Io to Jupiter…. With superconducting like behaviour. And hydro 
carbons are rich hadronic materials…. This author cannot reduce the significance to a mere 
paragraph, at this point. But a superconducting ring currents, of charged ions and 
hydrocarbons of this kind, could be seen as a “star gate” warp into the high ward spin 
state, and hadronic magnecular and hypermagnecular domains. As we have publicly 
presented for quite some time, more than a decade.
Since the 2006 announcement by a NASA scientist of their analysis of certain sonar sounds 
beneath both Ganymede and Europa, that were near to identical to Cetaceans (dolphins 
and whales), which also corresponded to actual observed movements beneath the ice by 
the Voyager II space craft — there has been a deafening silence. And even apparent gob 
stopping of the scientists who dared to convey the years of analysis of these sounds.

As we have been saying for years, evolution is an illusion. We are at least 
hypervolutionary, which can be defined and chartered by hadronic mathematic’s hyper- 
operator, but, more probably, Omnivolutionary. We are a living Omnivolution, in the 
Emmanuel Ultraterrestrial Umbrella communications of the 1980s — now scientists 
announce that transgenetic jumps of horizontal gene transfers across species, are part of 
the human genetic material:

“Mystery of our 145 'alien' genes: Scientists discover some DNA is NOT from our 
ancestors - and say it could change how we think about evolution

“• Study challenges views that evolution relies solely on genes passed down              
“• Instead says we acquired essential 'foreign' genes from microorganisms              

“'This is the first study to show how widely horizontal gene transfer (HGT) occurs in 
animals, including humans, giving rise to tens or hundreds of active 'foreign' genes,' 
said lead author Alastair Crisp from the University of Cambridge.
“'Surprisingly, far from being a rare occurrence, it appears that HGT has contributed to 
the evolution of many, perhaps all, animals and that the process is ongoing, meaning 
that we may need to re-evaluate how we think about evolution.’"
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2994187/Mystery-alien-genes-Scientists-discover-DNA-
NOT-ancestors-say-change-think-evolution.html

The science paper is here:
http://genomebiology.com/content/pdf/s13059-015-0607-3.pdf

Still a mere scratching at the surface compared to the hypergenetics field of hadronic 
chemistry and hadronic genetics (hypergenetics, where the animated symmetry unbroken 
DNA is hypergenetic, in hyper-relativity, hyper-temporality, hyper-locomotion, and hyper 
symmetry [see February 27th Grailzine, and hadronic links in the “44 Multivalued 
Hyperdimensions of the UFO” Grailzine]).
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!  With a hadronically energising solar 
system, as a “NU density”, a theme of our “New Universe” presentations since the mid 
1990s, there is constantly new astronomical data coming in, adding to substantiate this 
direction of the nuclear transformation of our reality. 
It was a concern of the communicating cosmic Intelligences already in the early 1950s, 
unfolded into the “neutrino sun” theory at the time, with Canadian communications 
expert, Wilbert B Smith, who also ran the Canadian governmental UFO study (see ‘The 
Solar Trumpet’ chapter of our 1999 book “The Unity Keys of Emmanuel: The Interuniversal 
Perspective for the Unity of Diversity”). 
Finally, journalist Linda Mouton Howe has compiled one of the best reports on the 
mysterious auroras and high dust band above Mars, which defies any explanation we 
knew of in mainstream science (note that after a few months this article will no longer be 
accessible, so download it):

“Persistent Dust Cloud and December 2014 Aurora On Mars Still Mysteries”
https://www.earthfiles.com/news.php?ID=2293&category=Science

There is more going on with Mars than mere nuclear as we know it… 
This Grailzine, with the other referenced materials, give grand indicators of what is at 
hand.
For further relations to the president Obama “alien control” vocalisation on humour 
highway television, with further links, see the Open Minds article exploring this:

http://www.openminds.tv/obama-talks-area-51-ufos-and-aliens-with-jimmy-kimmel/32582

This March 20 to April 4th Sun Moon gate period, certainly has had some deja vu 
excitement preceding it. Another tickle into the “Awakening Dream”, for a growing 
Awakening Mankind, emerging amidst the cosmic intelligence of homo cosmicus and homo 
omniversalis, of the cosmic Anthropos engaging the civilisations of the universe into 
Anthropic co-Gnosis, and Apotheosis.
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May the heart be humoured, and the soul nourished by the cosmic impulse. To the Heart-
Will of compassionate love in the heart, as the sun and the moon in honeymoon commune: 
Hieros Gamos to each unique one, in sovereign coherence.
—Ananda Bosman, March 20, 2015, 3.01am.
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